
HARD MIXER SERIES 【DERAMAZE】

Attachable container
Mixing vane
Power supply / Electric capacity
Mixing motor
Container rotation speed
direction
Timer
Weight

Mixing vane for
normal rotation
With Teflon® packing

20L pail (straight/taper)
With one iron vane (Select from straight can / taper can)
100V・10A
400W
Fixed speed (50Hz:50rpm / 60Hz:60rpm)
Automatic reversed rotation
Mainspring, 15 minutes (continuous operation possible)
43kg

■Standard Specifications

■Dimensions／Part Names（Unit: mm）

※Specifications and outside appearance may change without advanced notice.
※The device is not explosion- or water-proof.
※Special specifications other than those noted above are available (optional).
　Please inquire with our sales representative if you wish to add optional specifications.

Universal holder
Corresponds to
container sizes
 φ220 toφ300

■Option

・Mixing resin mortar
・Mixing of urethane, epoxy and silicone
・Preparation for high-viscosity grease

Use

① Tires for transport
② DERARAKU holder
③ Handle for mixing
　 angle adjustment
　 and transport
④ Mixing motor

⑤ Butterfly bolt for fixing mixing vane
⑥ Support pole for mixing vane
⑦ Power switch
⑧ Mainspring, 15 minutes timer
　（With operation lamp）
⑨ Mixing vane for normal rotation
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●Simple holder for container placement
　Adopted DERARAKU holder for easy carrying and placement of material drum!!
　Structure that holds the handle to enable straight or taper drums.
●Body with low center of gravity
　Realized stability with low center of gravity！Safe to use in a construction site with bad footing
●Features handle for transport and large casters
　Large casters ensure stable transport!
　Easy to carry over uneven surfaces. Able to load onto commercial vehicles!!
●Possible to mix at an angle
　Possible to mix with the unit at an angle by stretching up transport handle.

⑨

Used at construction sites and plants!!

Container Rotating
High-viscosity Mixer

Just pick up and 
place material 
drum for easy 
setup!!
Easy to set up on 
carrying area 
approximately 
30cm from the 
floor!!

Revolution in
container
holders!!
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Large casters 
ensure stable 
transport!
Enables easy 
transport over 
uneven surfaces.

Easy to
transport!!

POINT
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Easy to adjust 
angle by loosening 
screws!!

Possible to mix
at different
angles!!
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Just 30cm!!

DERAMAZE site


